
Features and Benefits 
•  The joinery, rich tones and curved design represent unprecedented synergy – 

outstanding durability and true design elegance, setting a new standard for indoor 
rowers – not simply planks of wood, bolted together. 

•  No dead spots. Our rowers offer instant catch, due to our triple bladed impeller 
system. The pull is strong and  consistent through the complete rowing stroke. 

•  Simplified assembly enriches the overall customer experience. 

•  Virtually maintenance free.

• Durable belt drive – smooth, clean, quiet and maintenance free.

•  Best low impact, non-jarring whole body cardio-respiratory workout. 

•  Best emulation of real on-water rowing with complete sensory support – sight and 
sound of moving water and consistent rowing pressure. 

•  Resistance adjusts from feather-light to Olympic workout, with variable water level 
of 9 to 17 liters.

•  Solid construction makes this perfect for any application –  home or health club.

• Delron seat wheels with precision bearings and custom extruded, black anodized 
seat rail deliver the smoothest seat action of any rower.

•  Computer displays: Time, distance, 500M split time, strokes per minute, calories 
per hour, watts, interval training and heart rate (optional). 

•  Tough polycarbonate shell, 3 blade stainless steel impeller.

• Ergonomic handle for superior comfort.

• Unique heel support for perfect foot flexion, angle & capture – central sliding adjuster.

SIZE

• 78.4”L x 20.5”W x 21.1”H

WARRANTY

• Frame: 5 year limited warranty 
•  Non-wearing mechanical parts: 
 3 year limited warranty
•  Wearing mechanical parts:
 •  Home use: 
     2 Year limited warranty
 •  Commercial use: 
     1 year limited 
     warranty

Imagine the exhilaration

of the best on-water rowing experience...

www.firstdegreefitness.com



Delivering a Great Workout
The noun Viking, in Old Norse language, refers to an expedition 
overseas. The Viking Longship, intended for warfare and explora-
tion, was designed for speed and agility and was equipped with 
oars to complement the sail and enable it to navigate indepen-
dently of the wind. Rowing was the primary conditioning exercise 
for the world's most feared warriors of their time. Vikings had no 
gyms to train in between battles but still out-fought every civiliza-
tion they encountered from the eighth to eleventh centuries. 
Fortunately for us, we no longer have to get into a Longship and 
row it – there is now a fun and effective way to work our body and 
spirit to a level that conditions us to live life to the fullest. Rowing 
takes the best of low impact exercise physiology and works all 
muscle groups through an extensive range of movement, creating 
both an outstanding calorie burn and cardio workout. It is an 
excellent means of strengthening core stability and is suitable for 
the widest range of user fitness and age; whether you are 50 or 
150kg – whether you are 18 years old or 80 years young.

The Most Elegant 
Wood Design
Wood is one of nature's most beautiful resources when put in the 
hands of a true craftsman, like the builders of the famous Viking 
Longships. In the same tradition, we are proud to present the 
Viking Rower by First Degree Fitness, a company already renown 
for the highest quality fluid ergometers. The strength, functionality 

and elegance of a Viking Rower is unmatched by any similar 
product in the world. Put simply, you are investing in the best 
machine of its kind. With the same pride and precision that went 
into building Longships to navigate the globe from Canada to 
North Africa, Russia and the Middle East, our Viking Rowers not 
only look superb but the joinery and design guarantee inherent 
strength, functionality and endurance. Crafted in Beech wood 
from Scandinavia (homeland of the Norsemen), the Viking Rower 
will enhance your environment, improve your condition and 
endure for decades to become an integral part of your lifestyle.

Practical Excellence 
Our Viking Rower is quick and easy to assemble – none of the 
cumbersome construction required by other wooden products. It 
is built to stay tight, like the hull of a Longship, so you never have 
to worry about adjustments. The combination of Beech wood, in 
curved laminate and solid rail construction, make this far stronger 
and more aesthetically pleasing than its simple, wooden plank 
competition. All materials are of the highest quality in a product 
that is built up to a standard, not down to a price. Virtually main-
tenance free, the Viking Rower delivers the absolute best rowing 
experience available.

...matched as an indoor rowing experience with unprecedented fine wood craftsmanship, strength and function.
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